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2016 Market Performance 01/01/2016 to 08/31/2016 

 

DJIA ^DJI Up 5.60%  

S&P 500 ^GSPC Up 6.21%   

NASDAQ ^IXIC Up 4.11% 

Russell 2000 ^ RUT Up 9.16%  

 

* Index performance does NOT include  

any fees (Gross of fees)  

 

Source: http//finance.yahoo.com 
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Wall Street has had a rather calm summer. How about fall? Will 
volatility increase before and after Election Day? 
      
So far, the market is performing roughly in line with historical 
patterns. In 19 of the prior 22 presidential election years, the S&P 
500 advanced from June through October. The median gain for 
the index during that 5-month period: 4.1%.1  
   
During those 22 election years, the S&P averaged a gain of 1.5% 
in June, 1.9% in July, and 3.0% in August. This year, the S&P rose 
0.1% in June and rallied 3.6% in July; it is up slightly for the 
month as August draws to a close. An August gain would repre-
sent its sixth straight monthly advance.1,2 
   
In past election years, July & August have been the most vola-
tile months. The yearly standard deviation for the S&P averaged 
18.6% during the past 22 election years, but volatility averaged 
28.8% in July and 30.3% in August of those 22 years. (These July 
and August numbers, however, are a bit distorted as a result of 
the wild market turbulence of 1932. In that year, the S&P gained 
55.7%.)1  
  
Whoever wins the election, the status quo will likely remain on 
Capitol Hill. As a Morgan Stanley report commented in July, 
“Current evidence suggests the U.S. elections in November won’t 
yield outcomes that substantially change market fundamentals.”  
 

Morgan Stanley analysts foresee Clinton winning the election 
and Republicans retaining their majority in the House of Repre-
sentatives. In that scenario, Clinton wins, but her administration 
has difficulty enacting any of its planned reforms.3 
  
If the Republicans lose control of the House or Trump wins, Wall 
Street could see some pronounced short-term volatility, which is 
also an outcome that could possibly affect market fundamentals. 
Even if one candidate or the other wins by a landslide, their most 
ambitious proposals may never get off the ground. As Morgan 
Stanley asserts, “attempts by Clinton or Trump to exercise trans-
formative power domestically will be stunted” by a lack of sup-
port in Congress.3  
  
Should stocks rollercoaster before or after Election Day, keep 
calm. Any disturbance may be short-term, and your investing 
and retirement saving effort is decidedly long-term. The election 
is a big event, but earnings, central bank monetary policy, and 
macroeconomic factors may have a much bigger impact on the 
markets this fall. 
 
Citations. 
1 - cnbc.com/2016/06/03/history-shows-stocks-rally-during-presidential
-elections.html [6/3/16] 
2 - money.cnn.com/data/markets/sandp/ [8/25/16] 
3 - money.cnn.com/2016/07/13/investing/donald-trump-stock-market/ 
[7/13/16] 
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The Roth IRA changed the whole retirement savings per-

spective. Since its introduction, it has become a fixture in 

many retirement planning strategies.    

     

The key argument for going Roth can be summed up in a 

sentence: Paying taxes on retirement contributions today is 

better than paying taxes on retirement savings tomorrow.  

  

Here is a closer look at the trade-off you make when you 

open and contribute to a Roth IRA – a trade-off many sav-

ers are happy to make. 

   

You contribute after-tax dollars. You have already paid 

federal income tax on the dollars going into the account. 

But, in exchange for paying taxes on your retirement sav-

ings contributions today, you could potentially realize 

great benefits tomorrow.1 

    

You position the money for tax-deferred growth. Roth 

IRA earnings aren’t taxed as they grow and compound. If, 

say, your account grows 6% a year, that growth will be 

even greater when you factor in compounding. The earlier 

in life that you open a Roth IRA, the greater compounding 

potential you have.2 

     

You can arrange tax-free retirement income. Roth IRA 

earnings can be withdrawn tax-free as long as you are age 

59½ or older and have owned the IRA for at least five tax 

years. The IRS calls such tax-free withdrawals qualified dis-

tributions. They may be made to you during your lifetime 

or to a beneficiary after you die. (If you happen to die be-

fore your Roth IRA meets the 5-year rule, your beneficiary 

will see the Roth IRA earnings taxed until it is met.)2,3 

    

If you withdraw money from a Roth IRA before you reach 

age 59½ or have owned the IRA for five tax years, that is a 

nonqualified distribution. In this circumstance, you can still 

withdraw an amount equivalent to your total IRA contri-

butions to that point, tax-free and penalty-free. If you with-

draw more than that amount, though, the rest of the with-

drawal may be fully taxable and subject to a 10% IRS early 

withdrawal penalty as well.2,3  

   

Withdrawals don’t affect taxation of Social Security bene-

fits. If your total taxable income exceeds a certain threshold 

– $25,000 for single filers, $32,000 for joint filers – then your 

Social Security benefits may be taxed. An RMD from a tra-

ditional IRA represents taxable income, which may push 

retirees over the threshold – but a qualified distribution 

from a Roth IRA isn’t taxable income, and doesn’t count 

toward it.4    

  

How much can you contribute to a Roth IRA annually? 

The 2016 contribution limit is $5,500, with an additional 

$1,000 “catch-up” contribution allowed for those 50 and 

older. (The annual contribution limit is adjusted periodical-

ly for inflation.)5 

   

You can keep making annual Roth IRA contributions all 

your life. You can’t make annual contributions to a tradi-

tional IRA once you reach age 70½.2 

  

Does a Roth IRA have any drawbacks? Actually, yes. One, 

you will generally be hit with a 10% penalty by the IRS if 

you withdraw Roth IRA funds before age 59½ or you have-

n’t owned the IRA for at least five years. (This is in addi-

tion to the regular income tax you will pay on funds with-

drawn prior to age 59 1/2, of course.) Two, you can’t de-

duct Roth IRA contributions on your 1040 form as you can 

do with contributions to a traditional IRA or the typical 

workplace retirement plan. Three, you might not be able to 

contribute to a Roth IRA as a consequence of your filing 

status and income; if you earn a great deal of money, you 

may be able to make only a partial contribution or none at 

all.3,5 

   

A chat with the financial professional you know and trust 

will help you evaluate whether or not a Roth IRA is right 

for you given your particular tax situation and retirement 

horizon. 
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The Many Benefits of a Roth IRA 
Why do so many people choose it rather than a traditional IRA? 
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An estate plan has three objectives. The first goal is to pre-
serve your accumulated wealth. The second goal is to express 
who will receive your assets after your death. The third goal is 
to state who will make medical and financial decisions on 
your behalf if you cannot. 

 
Over time, your feelings about these objectives may change. 
You may want to name a new executor or health care agent. 
You may rethink how you want your wealth distributed.  
  
This is why it is so vital to review your estate plan. Over ten 
or twenty years, your health, wealth, and outlook on life may 
change profoundly. The key is to recognize the life events that 
may call for an update.   
  
Have you just married or divorced? If so, your estate plan 
will absolutely need revision. For that matter, some, or all, of 
your will may now be legally invalid. (Some state laws strike 
down existing wills when a person is married or divorced.) If 
your children or grandchildren marry or divorce, that also 
calls for an estate plan review.1 
  
Has there been a loss or serious illness within your family? 
If so, your named executor or health care agent may have to 
be changed. If one family member has now become physically 
or financially dependent on you, that too may be an occasion 
for a second look at the plan.   
   
Has your net worth risen or declined substantially since the 
plan was first implemented? If you have become much 
wealthier in the past five or ten years (or much less wealthy), 
that circumstance may have altered your vision of how you 
want your assets distributed at your death. Maybe you want 
to give more (or less) to charity or your heirs. A large inher-
itance can also prompt you to rethink your wealth protection 
and wealth transfer strategy. 
  
Have you changed your mind about what your wealth 
should accomplish? Today, you may view your wealth differ-
ently than you did when you were younger. New purposes 
may have emerged for it – new roles that it can play. Follow-
ing through on those thoughts may lead you to reconsider 
aspects of your estate plan.  
  
Have your executors or trustees changed their mind about 
their roles? If they are no longer interested in shouldering 
those responsibilities, no longer alive, or no longer of sound 
mind or reputable character, it is revision time. 
    
 
 

Have you retired, moved to another state, or bought or sold 
real estate? All of these events call for an estate plan check-up. 
  
The first step in revising an estate plan is to update essential 
documents. Not just your will or your trust, but also your 
financial power of attorney and health care proxy. Review all 
the names: your executor; your trustee; your health care agent. 
Changes in your personal (and even your business) relation-
ships may call for alterations to those choices. 
  
The second step is to review your risk management. Does 
language in your will need revision? Does a trust created 
years ago need to be modified or replaced? Do new estate 
planning vehicles need to enter the picture in order to help 
you adequately transfer wealth, counter estate taxes, or en-
dow charities? 
  
What about your life insurance? Do beneficiary forms of life 
insurance policies need updating? Is corporate-owned life 
insurance coverage you once counted on now absent? Will 
policy payouts be sufficient enough to help your loved ones 
address financial issues after your death? 
    
The third step is to make sure your assets are in sync with 
your plan. For example, if you have a revocable trust, have 
you transferred ownership of all the assets that are supposed 
to go into it? Have you acquired new assets that need to be 
“poured in?”  
  
If you are married and it appears certain that your estate will 
be taxed, you may want to own some assets and have your 
spouse own others. Yes, the federal estate tax exemption is 
portable, so any unused estate tax and gift tax exemption is 
allowed to pass to a surviving spouse. At the state level, 
though, there are different rules. So if all assets are in your 
spouse’s name and your home state levies an estate tax, that 
scenario may mean higher estate taxes for your heirs than if 
those assets were alternately owned by either you or your 
spouse.2 
        
Even if nothing major happens in your life, review your 
plan every five years or so. While your life may be uneventful 
over five years, tax law, the financial markets, and business 
climates may change significantly. Those kinds of shifts can 
impact your estate planning strategy. 
 
Citations. 
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Updating Your Estate Plan 
When should you review it? What should you review? 
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Making Decisions About Life Insurance 
Life insurance choices can be confusing. 

Man is Mortal. That makes life insurance a little unique and interesting, doesn’t it? We purchase things like health in-

surance, car insurance and home insurance, then hope we never have a need to use them. Life insurance is different 

because it’s a widely accepted fact that, sooner or later, each one of us will die. 

 

So many choices. When it comes to life insurance, there are many options. You may have heard terms like “whole life 

insurance,” “term insurance,” or “variable insurance,” but what do they all mean? And what are the differences? Well, 

first let me point out what they have in common: all life insurance policies provide payment to a beneficiary in the 

event of your death. Except for that basic tenet, the differences between policies can be major. 

 

Whole life insurance. This type of insurance covers your entire life (not just a portion or a “term” of it). Insurance com-

panies tend to be cautious when selecting their investments, so the benefits could be, potentially, lower than if you in-

vested on your own. Whole life policies also tend to cost more than “term” policies. This is both because they grow 

what is known as “cash value,” and, after a certain period of time, you will be able to borrow against or withdraw from 

your whole life benefits. 

 

Term insurance. Rather than covering your whole life, “term” insurance covers a pre-determined portion of your life. If 

you die within that term, your beneficiaries receive a death benefit. If not, generally, you get nothing. To put it simply, 

term insurance allows you to purchase more coverage for less money. Basically, you are betting on the probability of 

your death occurring within that specified “term.” 

 

Variable life insurance. Variable life insurance is a permanent insurance. Unlike whole life insurance, however, varia-

ble insurance allows you to invest the cash value of your policy into “subaccounts” (which can include money market 

funds, bonds or stocks). Variable insurance offers a bit of control, as the value and benefit depend upon the perfor-

mance of the subaccounts you select. That means there could be significant risk involved, though, since the perfor-

mance of your subaccounts cannot be guaranteed. 

 

Universal life insurance. With universal insurance, it all comes down to flexibility. It is permanent life insurance that 

provides access to cash values, which, over time, build up tax-deferred. You can choose the amount of coverage you 

feel is appropriate, and you retain the ability to increase or decrease that amount as your needs change (subject to mini-

mums and requirements). You also have some flexibility in determining how much of your premium goes toward in-

surance, and how much is used within the policy’s investment element. 

 

So, which is right for you? Many factors come into play when deciding what type of life insurance will best suit your 

needs. The best thing to do is speak with a trusted and qualified financial professional who can assist you in looking at 

all the factors and help you to choose the policy that will work best for you. 


